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Tunneling through light-induced molecular potentials in Ar2
¿
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A photodissociation study is reported on the simply structured molecular ion Ar2
1 that is, to good approxi-

mation a two-electronic state system~one bound, the other dissociative! under the conditions of this experi-
ment. Nonlinear behavior is manifest in characteristically changed dissociation dynamics as a function of laser
intensity in strong laser fields (<531012 W/cm2). Light-induced molecular potentials~molecular dressed
states! provide a convenient description under such conditions and predict surprising effects regarding molecu-
lar dynamics in a light field. Much care has been taken to assure a meaningful quantitative comparison of
experimental results with numerical simulations. This leads to the identification of dissociation by tunneling
through a light-induced molecular potential well. Ar2

1 is generated in a dc-discharge, accelerated, and formed
into a mass selected molecular beam~7.5 keV!. For some experiments, molecules are prepared in low vibra-
tional states only, before they interact with a high intensity laser beam at a wavelength of 532 nm. The
momentum distribution of photofragments is measured using an imaging technique for neutral fragments.

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Hz, 33.80.2b, 33.80.Gj, 42.50.Ct
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studying the response of matter to intense light fields
brought about a wealth of new phenomena in atoms
molecules @1,2#. The nonlinear response of molecules
strong fields leads to various new effects that might be
ploited to control intramolecular and intermolecular dyna
ics. Inherent possibilities of light-induced molecular pote
tials created by an intense laser field for the manipulation
chemical reactions have been recognized in the 1970’s@3#
when the dressed state formalism, originally developed
atoms@4#, was applied to describe the molecule-light inte
action. Making use of this intuitive physical model, phot
dissociation of Ar2

1 was theoretically investigated and, fo
instance, stabilization against photodissociation in inte
fields predicted@5,6#. Exploiting features of light-induced
potentials, isotope separation by photodissociation of H2

1

andD2
1 @7#, and coherent control of the photodissociation

H2
1 using two strong laser fields has been proposed~for

instance, Ref.@8#! and experimentally observed@9#. A fur-
ther example for the use of intense light fields to cont
molecular dynamics is the altered reaction dynamics of p
ton exchange between H and H2. This has been suggested
be feasible, for instance, in Ref.@10#. A scheme for adiabatic
transfer of wave packets between molecular electronic st
by propagating them on light-induced potentials is presen
in a recent theoretical study@11#.

In order to gain fundamental understanding of individu
phenomena in intense fields as, for example, nonlin
photoionization or photodissociation, it is advantageous
reduce the number of degrees of freedom by first study
diatomic molecules. Even in diatomics a rich electron
structure might be an impediment when trying to obse
different nonlinear effects separately. In order to first be
understand and then to use that knowledge to eventually
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trol nonlinear behavior in, for example, photodissociatio
choosing the simplest of all molecules, H2

1 , is a reasonable
choice: it possesses a bound electronic ground state,2Sg

1

while the first excited state,2Su
1 is repulsive. Other excited

states are energetically far away from these two low
states.

Numerous theoretical and experimental studies h
helped to elucidate the complicated dynamics of molecu
in intense laser fields and, in particular, of their simple
representatives H2

1 and H2. Theoretical investigations o
this prototype molecule have predicted, in addition to t
work cited above, for instance, efficient generation of h
monics@12#, and stabilization against dissociation in inten
laser fields~for instance, Refs.@13,14#!. The experimental
verification of the latter effect using H2 @15#, Cl2 @16#, and I2
@17# molecules remains controversial. Enhanced ionizatio
a certain range of internuclear separation is predicted,
instance, in Refs.@18# and experimental evidence has be
obtained from investigations of I2 @19,17#, and recently of H2
in intense fields@20#. Further recent theoretical work on mo
ecules in intense fields, and in particular on H2 and H2

1

includes Refs.@21#. More experiments on H2 are reported,
for instance, in Refs.@22,23#, whereas experimental wor
on molecules other than H2 can be found, for instance, in
Ref. @24#.

On the experimental side, almost all investigations ha
concentrated on neutral molecules. Several experime
studies of intense field dissociation and ionization have u
neutral H2 as a starting point that is ionized and dissocia
by one laser pulse. This makes the interpretation of pho
electron and photofragment spectra in terms of a spec
ionization and/or dissociation channel of the molecularion
not always unambiguous. Recently, molecular beam exp
ments have been carried out that use directly the molec
ions Ar2

1 and H2
1 as a starting point for studies of the

behavior in intense fields@25–28#.
Nonlinear effects that occur when coupling any two ele
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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tronic states by intense laser light~both of them may also be
bound states! are expected to become appreciable when

laser-induced electronic Rabi-frequencyvRabi5DW •EW/\ is
comparable to or larger than the vibrational frequencyve of

the nuclei (EW is the applied electric field, andDW the electronic
transition dipole moment! @29#. Thus, to induce appreciabl
nonlinear behavior, it is advantageous to choose a mole
with small ve and large induced dipole momentD between
electronic states. The notion ‘‘intense field,’’ therefore, is
be seen in relation to the molecular states the fieldE}AI is
applied to (I is the intensity of the laser field!. With the Rabi
frequency being proportional to the square root of the la
intensity, it is clear that the smaller the vibrational frequen
the lower is the required laser intensity to induce nonlin
behavior.

A well suited object for studying two molecular stat
coupled by an intense field is Ar2

1 @5,30,31# that possesses
similar to H2

1 , a bound and a repulsive electronic state. T
lowest bound state,A 2Su

1 of Ar2
1 is characterized by a

vibrational frequency about an order of magnitude sma
than that of H2

1 , and is coupled via a strong transition d
pole moment~roughly equal tor /2 a.u. as in H2

1 , wherer
denotes the internuclear separation! to the repulsiveD 2Sg

1

state. The light-induced Rabi frequencyvRabi is approxi-
mately equal tove already at the relatively moderate inte
sity of 1010 W/cm2. Therefore, one may work in an intensi
regime where the rate of ionization is still negligible wh
using short laser pulses, which greatly facilitates the in
pretation of experimental results. The experiments prese
here investigate how, by inducing a transition moment
tween a bound and a repulsive state in Ar2

1 , photodissocia-
tion dynamics is modified in a characteristic way in inten
fields.

When using light-induced molecular potentials~molecular
dressed states@29#! as a tool to interpret molecular dynamic
in laser fields, modifications of the dynamics due to nonl
ear processes are conveniently visualized. Qualitative be
ior of molecules in intense fields can be predicted with
having to resort to sophisticated calculations. Quantita
predictions are feasible even for realistic experimental sit
tions where, for example, averaging over a large range
intensities, pulse lengths, and population distributions o
molecular states is necessary. Other methods would o
require prohibitive computing power under these conditio

In this publication we show how a quantitative interpr
tation of results of photofragment spectroscopy on the s
ply structured molecular ion Ar2

1 prepared in a mass se
lected molecular beam leads to the clear identification o
particular effect of light-induced molecular potentials: tu
neling through a light-induced potential barrier. The expe
mental observation of this nonlinear effect has been
scribed first in Ref.@26# and here we present a detaile
account thereof including new evidence that corroborates
conclusions drawn from experimental data. We shall emp
size that in many cases aquantitativecomparison between
theory and experiment in photofragment spectroscopy is n
essary to identify effects of light-induced potentials~LIPs!.
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II. PHOTODISSOCIATION OF Ar 2
¿: THEORY

Dissociation of Ar2
1 after net absorption of one photo

will be considered in what follows. First the relevant boun
free transition in Ar2

1 is described using the usual treatme
at low laser intensity: Fermi’s golden rule~FGR!. Then, non-
linear effects appearing at higher intensity as deviations fr
predictions of FGR will be investigated using the concept
light induced potentials. This leads not only to an intuiti
qualitative understanding, but also yields a good quantita
description of nonlinear photodissociation of Ar2

1 in intense
laser fields.

A. Fermi’s golden rule

The four lowest electronic states of Ar2
1 correlating with

the atomic ground states of Ar and Ar1 are labeledA 2Su
1,

B 2Pg , C 2Pu , and D 2Sg
1 in ascending energetic orde

@32#. When irradiating molecules in the electronic grou
stateA 2Su

1 with laser light in the wavelength range from
480 to 555 nm~as is used in these investigations!, transitions
to other states thanD 2Sg

1 can be neglected, since the ele
tronic transition moment,m(r ) in this wavelength range fo
transitions fromA 2Su

1 to P states is at least two orders o
magnitude smaller@33# than for theA 2Su

1 –D 2Sg
1 transi-

tion. Thus, contributions ofP states to the photodissociatio
cross-section are negligible. This has been confirmed in
experiments~Sec. IV A and Ref.@34#!. Potential curves of
the relevant statesA 2Su

1 andD 2Sg
1 states have been opt

mized using results ofab initio calculations@33# together
with available experimental data@35# and our own measure
ments. This will be detailed elsewhere@34#.

Starting from Fermi’s golden rule, the photodissociati
cross sectionsvL ,n,K ~employing light of frequencyvL) for

the A 2Su
1 –D 2Sg

1 transition is given by@36#

svL ,n,K54.42310217
2UD1uUn,Ku1DU

A2UD

uMvL ,n,Ku2 cm2.

~1!

The kinetic energy of both photofragments is denoted
2UD , and Un,K stands for the binding energy of the lev
characterized by vibrational quantum numbern and rota-
tional quantum numberK. The fine structure splitting in the
ground state of Ar1 is denoted byDU, andM is the dipole
matrix element between bound and continuum states g
by

MvL ,n,K5E
0

`

xn,K~r !xUD ,K~r !mS~r !dr. ~2!

xn,K(r ) and xUD ,K(r ) represent the bound and continuu
nuclear wave functions, respectively. The electronic dip
moment is denoted bymS(r ) which depends on the internu
clear distancer. The nuclear wavefunctions have been eva
ated by numerical integration of the Schro¨dinger equation
using the Numerov method~accurate to fifth order in step
sizedr 50.003a0, with a0 being the Bohr radius!. In all cal-
1-2
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TUNNELING THROUGH LIGHT-INDUCED MOLECULAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 023401
culations presented here we have always included ther de-
pendence of the dipole moment in the overlap integ
MvL ,n,K .

For fixed laser wavelength the size of the photodisso
tion cross-section is determined by the Franck-Condon-
factor MvL ,n,K . Figure 1 shows the calculatedn-dependent

cross section (K51) at a laser wavelength of 532 nm. Th
exponential tail of wave functions of low vibrational states
the A 2Su

1 state reaches far into the classically forbidd
region at larger. For the discussion of experimental finding
to follow in the next sections, it is important to note that th
produces small but nonzeroM factors even for smalln. With
increasing n the overlap between bound and continuu
wavefunctions reaches a maximum forn56 at 532 nm.

For simulating the experiment, the dissociation rate,R is
needed that is related to the cross sections by

RvL ,n,K5svL ,n,K

I

\vL
, ~3!

where\ is Planck’s constant divided by 2p.

B. Light-induced molecular potentials

The Hamiltonian of a molecule can be written as

Hmol5TN~r !1He~$rWk%,r !, ~4!

whereTN describes the kinetic energy of the nuclei,He con-
tains electrostatic terms and the kinetic energy of the e
trons, and$rWk% stands for the coordinates of the electron
Separating the motion of electrons and nuclei~Born-
Oppenheimer approximation!, the electronic eigenvalues an
eigenstates of the molecule are calculated from

FIG. 1. Cross section for photodissociation of Ar2
1 (A 2Su

1 -
D 2Sg

1 transition! at laser wavelength 532 nm~rotational quantum
number K51). The inset shows diabatic field-electronic sta
A 2Su

1 1(n11)\vL andD 2Sg
1 1n\vL ~compare Sec. II B!. Dot-

ted lines indicate diabatic vibrational levels.
02340
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Heuw i~$rWk%,r !&5Wi~r !uw i~$rWk%,r !&, ~5!

wherer appears as a parameter. Here we restrict ourselve
a two-state diatomic molecule with potential curvesWi(r ),
i 51,2.

In a dressed state description of light-molecule interact
the Hamiltonian of the quantized light field

HLun&5\vLa†aun&5\vLS n1
1

2D un& ~6!

(n is the photon number in a mode of the monochroma
light field with frequencyvL , a† anda are the creation and
annihilation operators of the quantized light field! becomes
part of the total Hamiltonian

Htot5TN~r !1He~$rWk%,r !1HL1V, ~7!

whereV is the interaction term between light and molecu
Again, we look for solutions of

HuF i
F1e~r !&5Ei~r !uF i

F1e~r !&, i 51,2. ~8!

with uF i
F1e(r )& being field-electronic states andH

[Htot2TN .
The interaction term becomes in rotating wave appro

mation ~RWA!

VRWA5g~r !~as11a†s2!. ~9!

Heres65sx7sy (sx,y are the Pauli matrices!, andg(r ) is
the coupling constant.

A molecular transition induced byVRWA from W1 to W2
~or vice versa! can only occur in connection with the ann
hilation ~creation! of a photon. Consequently,H can be writ-
ten as a sum of noncoupled Hamiltonians acting on 232
sub-Hilbert-spacesH5(nHn with

Hn5S W1~r !1~n11!\vL g~r !

g~r ! W2~r !1n\vL
D ~10!

For fields containing a large number of photons, for examp
a coherent intense field emitted by a laser with^nn&/^n&
!1 @4#, the dynamics of the molecule-light interaction ca
be fully described~within the RWA! by considering, for ex-
ample,H ^m& with m.^n& (m is the closest integer to the rea
number^n&). The coupling constant

g5
1

2
z^w1uDW •EWuw2& z, ~11!

whereDW is the electric dipole operator andEW5EeW , with elec-
tric field strengthE and polarization vectoreW .

DiagonalizingHm gives the field-electronic eigenvalue
~light-induced potential curves! Ei(r ):

E1,2~r !5
1

2
@W1~r !1\vL1W2~r !#6

1

2
Ad21\2vRabi

2 ,

~12!
1-3
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WUNDERLICH, FIGGER, AND HÄNSCH PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 023401
with

d~r ![W1~r !1\vL2W2~r ! ~13!

and

vRabi~r ![2
g~r !

\
. ~14!

Diagonal elements of the matrix given in Eq.~10! repre-
sent diabatic potential curves in a light field that cross
internuclear distancer 5X. One obtains these diabatic curv
from molecular potentialsWi by shifting the lower of the two
potential curves up by the energy\vL of one photon.
Dashed lines in Fig. 2 represent these diabatic curves
Ar2

1 , the molecule used in the experiments described h
After diagonalizing matrix 10, the degeneracy atr 5X is
lifted and two new adiabatic potential curvesEi with an
avoided crossing constrain the motion of the nuclei. T
change of nuclear dynamics due to the light field can
conveniently visualized as arising from these new lig
induced molecular potential curves@26#.

FIG. 2. ~a! A 2Su
1 andD 2Sg

1 states of Ar2
1. The coupling of

these electronic states by a light field at 532 nm is indicated by
vertical arrow.~b! Light induced molecular potentialsE1 and E2

~dressed states, shown by solid lines! of Ar2
1 ~532 nm, 531011

W/cm2) and diabatic field-electronic states~bare states, dashe
lines!. Dotted horizontal lines indicate diabatic vibrational levels
02340
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Light-induced potentials~LIP! do not only provide a pic-
torial view of intramolecular nuclear dynamics, but can
used to predict, for example, dissociation rates of Ar2

1 in
intense laser fields by using Landau-Zener type formu
@37,26#. Quantitative results from LIP are expected to
correct in cw fields, and in pulsed field situations where
brational levels can follow adiabatically the change in sha
of LIP due to variation of the laser intensity, i.e., the relati
change in intensityu(dI/dt)/I u is much smaller than the in
verse of the molecular vibrational periodt. Under this con-
dition LIP are well defined. For shorter laser pulses, they s
provide a useful qualitative tool aiding in the interpretati
of experimental findings.

The qualitative behavior of the dissociation rate as a fu
tion of the vibrational quantum number can be seen by
spection of Fig. 2: vibrational states in the vicinity of th
avoided crossing are no longer bound and will dissoci
easily, that is, these states will have the largest photodi
ciation cross sections. This is in accordance with numer
results from FGR~Fig. 1!: vibrational states in the region o
the avoided potential crossing have a large overlap inte
M, whereas low lying states have only small overlap w
continuum states ofD 2Sg

1. Low vibrational states below the
barrier of the lower light-induced potential can only disso
ate via tunneling. Obviously, this will be easier the smal
the barrier is, that is, with increasingn, the dissociation cross
section for a given intensity will grow, or equivalently, fo
fixed n, the dissociation cross section increases with incre
ing intensity.

C. Comparison of the predictions of LIP and FGR

In Fig. 2 of Ref.@26# the dissociation rates for some v
brational states (K51) calculated from LIP and FGR, re
spectively are compared. The rates from LIP are calcula
for u50, fP@0,2p) with u andf being the polar and azi
muthal angle, respectively between the axis of laser polar
tion and the internuclear axis.~The electronic transition mo
ment mS for the A 2Su

1 –D 2Sg
1 transition is parallel to the

internuclear axis.! The cross sections shown, however, a
averaged over solid angle, and, in order to compare the
rates, the rate derived from FGR, therefore, has to be m
plied by a factor 3. For low laser intensity LIP and FGR gi
the same result for all vibrational states. At high intensi
however, tunneling through the light-induced barrier ofE1
leads to a dramatic increase in the dissociation rate for
vibrational states (n<3). When the dissociation probability
P calculated from LIP approaches 1, the rate,P/t, saturates
at 1/t. Levels withn>5 are characterized by a large diss
ciation rate in both pictures, FGR and LIP, and high la
intensity does not lead to a difference in the predicted dis
ciation yield from these levels@25#. Thus, in order to observe
the effect of tunneling experimentally, it is advantageous
have low vibrational states appreciably populated. We do
consider here possible stabilization of levels above
avoided crossing ofE1 andE2, since this effect is operative
only in shorter laser pulses than employed in this study.

For high laser intensity, the tunneling rate grows stron
with increasing laser intensity and the dissociation rate

e
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low n-states at high intensity surpasses by many order
magnitude the one predicted by FGR~Fig. 2 @26#!. This leads
to the appearance of photofragments of low kinetic ener
In order to diagnose this effect of LIP experimentally, it
necessary to monitorquantitativelythe dissociation rate~or a
quantity proportional to it! as a function of intensity, since
the appearance of low kinetic energy fragments is predic
by FGR, too: At high intensity (1011 W/cm2, Fig. 3! all
higher vibrational levels are excited to the dissociat
D 2Sg

1 state and increasing the intensity even further to 112

W/cm2 leads to a relative increase in the number of lo
energy fragments stemming from lown levels, that is, the
kinetic energy spectrum of the fragments is broadened
wards smaller energy. The spectra shown in Fig. 3 are
tained by integration over time and solid angle of Eq.~21!
using Gaussian laser pulses of 38 ps FWHM at 532 nm
a thermal population distribution of rovibrational states
kT50.068 eV assuming an energy resolution of 30 me
Kinetic energies of fragments from different vibration
states~rotational quantum numberK51) are indicated by
vertical dashed lines. Such a broadening of kinetic ene
spectra towards small energies is also observed when

FIG. 3. Calculated kinetic energy spectrum of photofragme
originating from the A 2Su

1 –D 2Sg
1 transition in Ar2

1 (kT
50.068 eV! for different laser intensities at a wavelength of 5
nm and pulse length 38 ps.~a! Fermi’s golden rule.~b! Light-
induced potentials.
02340
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interaction time between light and molecules is increase
some fixed intensity below the intensity regime where no
linear photoabsorption becomes relevant. Thus, the app
ance of low kinetic energy fragments and, consequentl
shift of the curve’s center of gravity towards smaller energ
is not a specific high intensity nonlinear effect.

In Fig. 3~b! energy distributions calculated under th
same conditions as in Fig. 3~a!, but now using LIP are de-
picted. Up to an intensity of approximately 1011 W/cm2 the
spectra are nearly identical with the ones obtained fr
FGR. At 1012 W/cm2, however, more fragments originatin
from low vibrational states appear than predicted by FG
This effect becomes more dramatic when essentially o
low vibrational states are populated~not shown in Fig. 3!.

In addition to the appearance of fragments with low
netic energy, FGR also predicts the broadening of the an
lar distribution of photofragments with increasing laser
tensity and/or interaction time. For the parallel transitio
A 2Su

1 → D 2Sg
1 in Ar2

1, or 2Sg
1→2Su

1 in H2
1, a distri-

bution proportional to cos2(u) is expected at low laser inten
sity. For increasing laser intensity, the dissociation fro
molecules whose dipole moments make a small angleu with
the axis of laser polarization saturates and the appearanc
relatively more fragments at larger angles is expected. T
has been confirmed experimentally for Ar2

1 at different
~low! laser intensities~Sec. IV A @34#!. The strongly nonlin-
ear behavior of the dissociation rates for low vibration
states at high intensity~Fig. 2 @26#! favors the dissociation o
molecules with their dipole moment aligned along the axis
laser polarization. This leads to the opposite effect, that i
narrowing of the angular distribution at high intensity. Align
ment of molecules prior to dissociation, in addition, may le
to a narrower distribution of photofragments. This alignme
may be rationalized in terms of LIP: The angle-depend
deformation of the lower adiabatic potentialE1 @compare Eq.
~11!#, and consequently the lowering of the adiabatic vib
tional states as compared to the diabatic ones creat
u-dependent potential and the molecules tend to minim
their energy in the laser field by alignment with the las
polarization.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Ar2
1 molecules are generated in a dc-discharge, acce

ated to a kinetic energyU057.5 keV, mass selected, an
formed into a well collimated beam. A strongly focuss
pulsed dye laser beam crosses the molecular beam at
angle and generates charged (Ar1 ions! and neutral~Ar at-
oms! photofragments to be counted by a secondary elec
multiplier and a multichannel detector, respectively. The l
ter provides a two-dimensional projection of the thre
dimensional momentum distribution of the neutral fra
ments. For some experiments an additional pulsed Nd:Y
laser is used to depopulate certain rovibrational states be
the interaction with the high intensity dye laser takes pla
Each of these major elements of the setup is describe
more detail in what follows.

s
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WUNDERLICH, FIGGER, AND HÄNSCH PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 023401
A. Ion beam apparatus

An ion source of the duoplasmatron type@38# was used to
generate Ar2

1 molecules in the ground stateA 2Su
1 via three

body collisions

Ar11Ar1Ar→Ar2
11Ar.

Since the vibrational and rotational energy level spacing
Ar2

1 is much smaller than the average translational ene
of ions in the discharge, energy exchange between tran
tional and internal degrees of freedom is very efficient, an
thermal distribution of the populations of rovibrational sta
is expected@39,40#. This was confirmed by measurements
the photodissociation cross section over a wide range
wavelengths which depends sensitively on the rovibratio
populations@34#. Molecules in excited electronic states th
are possibly created in the discharge do not reach the in
action zone with the high intensity dye laser@40#.

The ion source is held on a positive potential of 7.5 k
relative to the rest of the apparatus to extract ions from
source and accelerate them~Fig. 4!. An Einzel lens and elec
trostatic deflection plates are used to steer the beam thro
the entrance slit of a sector magnet that is set~by choosing
the appropriate current through the magnet coils! to transmit
only (40Ar40Ar) 1 molecules. Two more sets of electrosta
lenses and deflection plates serve to align the molec
beam along the axis given by aperturesA5 andA6 and the
removable Faraday cup 2 positioned immediately before
multichannel plate~MCP! detector at the end of the bea
line ~lens L3 was not used for the experiments report
here!. ApertureA4 has a diameter of 1.5 mm and is sep
rated fromA5 by '40 cm. AperturesA5 andA6 ~diameter
'0.5 mm for the experiments reported here, in previous
periments@25# it was '1 mm! are spaced apart 12 cm. Th
molecular beam path between Faraday cup 1 and MCP
tector is shielded against electric and magnetic stray fie
using cylinders of copper and of high-permeability met
respectively. A focussed dye laser beam crosses the mo
lar beam 1.5 cm behindA6 ~interaction zone! where charged

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of molecular beam apparatus~not
drawn to scale!. Ion Einzel lenses are indicated by the letterL;
deflection plates,D; apertures,A; sector magnet,S; secondary elec-
tron multiplier, SEM; Faraday cup,F; Multichannel plates, MCP;
charge coupled device~camera!, CCD; differentially pumped
vacuum chamber,V.
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(Ar1) and neutral~Ar! photofragments are generated. Ar1

ions are deflected into the secondary electron multip
~channeltron! while Ar atoms continue to travel towards th
MCP detector separated from the interaction zone by 0.87

Two orthogonal stainless steel wires of 28mm diameter
can be moved across the molecular beam and serve to
sure its transverse density profilef (y,z) in the interaction
zone. The density distribution is radially symmetric when t
beam is properly adjusted and one finds

f ~r5Ay21z2!52ar21b ;r<r0 . ~15!

The parametersa and b are fixed bya52n/pr0
4 and b

52n/pr0
2, wherer0 is the beam radius,n5J/e the number

of molecules passing through the beam cross section per
ond, J the measured beam current, ande the elementary
charge. For the high intensity data reported belowJ is mea-
sured to be 3.0 nA.

In order to reduce spatial averaging over the intensity d
tribution in the focal region of the laser beam, the radius
the molecular beam,r0 of Eq. ~15! beam has been reduced
0.3 mm~compared to 0.7 mm in previous experiments@25#!
by replacing the aperturesA4 andA5 shown in Fig. 4. Then
the molecular beam current at the laser interaction zone
again maximized by properly adjusting the voltages on
deflection plates and ion lenses. Also the ion source par
eters~in particular the pressure! were modified as to maxi-
mize again the beam current at the interaction zone.

B. Detection of photofragments

Ionic photofragments are deflected towards a second
electron multiplier where every fragment creates a curr
pulse that is amplified and fed into a counter. In addition
measuring the number of photofragments as a function
intensity and wavelength of the laser light, important info
mation can be obtained from the analysis of the energy
angular distributions of the fragments. The method used h
makes it possible that each photofragment contributes to
measurement of these distributions without the necessit
scanning an energy analyzer or of varying the relative an
between laser polarization and detection direction. The
that neutral fragments are detected makes the method in
sitive to stray or patch fields.

Neutral photofragments impinge on two stacked mu
channel plates of 40 mm diameter~Chevron type! at the exit
of which a localized electron avalanche is created. The e
trons are accelerated towards a phosphor screen where a
spot appears for each fragment. The phosphor screen in
is coupled via fiber optic taper to a cooled CCD chip prov
ing an image of the two-dimensional detected distribution
photofragments.

The interaction zone between the tightly focused la
beam and the molecular beam is in this experiment to g
approximation a point source for photofragments. In the c
ter of mass frame of the initial Ar2

1 molecules, fragments
having gained velocityv during the photodissociation pro
cess are found on the surface of a sphere at any given tit
after dissociation. While the center of mass moves in
1-6
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laboratory frame towards the MCP detector at velocityv0

5AU0 /mAr, this sphere expands betweent50 ~time of dis-
sociation! and t5t0 ~time of arrival at the detector! at a rate
determined by the velocityv5A2UD /mAr of the photofrag-
ments~here we consider homonuclear diatomics only, w
kinetic energyUD of each fragment having massmAr). The
density distribution of fragments on the surface of such
sphere corresponds to the three-dimensional momentum
tribution of fragments generated in the photodissociat
process. Thus, att5t0 one obtains a two-dimensional pro
jection Gt0

(y8,z8) of the three-dimensional momentum di

tribution Ft0
(q,f) ~see Fig. 5 for the definition of the coor

dinates!. The direction of laser polarization determines
axis of symmetry~i.e., F is independent off) of the frag-
ment density distribution that originates in the experime
described here from a so-called parallel electronic transi
~the transition dipole moment is parallel to the internucle
axis!. This axial symmetry makes it possible to reconstr
the full three-dimensional~3D! distribution from its projec-
tion by applying an inverse Abel transform@41#.

The projection of the momentum distribution may
slightly distorted, since the timet0 needed to travel from the
interaction zone to the detector depends on the anglesq and
f under which the fragments appear in the center of m
frame t05s/(v01v sinq cosf) wheres is the distance be
tween interaction zone and detector. However, here we h
v051.343105 m/s@v'1.53103 m/s and settingt05s/v0
has only a marginal effect on the reconstructed momen
distribution.

The 2D projection and 3D original distribution are relat
by Gs(y8,z8)dSy8z85Fs(q)dSqf wheredSi j is the respec-
tive surface element. Using the above approximation a
distribution from a parallel molecular transition followed b
immediate dissociation@F(q)} cos2q# yields the 2D projec-
tion

Gs~y8,z8!5
3

4p

1

r max
3

z82

Ar max
2 2z822y82

, ~16!

FIG. 5. The origin of the laboratory frame is taken in the cen
of the laser beam focus. The molecular beam travels in thex direc-
tion and the laser beam propagates in they direction having its
polarization along thez axis. Photofragments appear in the la
frame under the polar anglesq andf. The distance a fragment ha
travelled in the molecular frame between the time of dissocia

and time of arrival at the detector is indicated by the length orW.
The primed coordinate system has its origin in the center of
MCP detector.
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wherer max[sv/v0. In a real experiment we will not have a
ideal point source for photofragments, instead this image
be convoluted with the initial distribution of fragments in th
interaction zone between laser and molecular beam.

The maximum energy,UD
max a photofragment may have

in order to be registered by the MCP system is given by

UD
max5

1

2 S zmax8

s D 2

U0 , ~17!

where 2zmax8 '32 mm is the extension of the MCPs image
onto the CCD chip in thez8 direction, and we getUD

max

'1.3 eV. The relative energy resolution

dUD /UD
max5@2pdp1~dp!2#/pmax

2 ~18!

of the image of the fragment distribution varies with th
momentump a photofragment gained in the photodissoc
tion process. The relative momentum resolutiondp/pmax in
turn is determined by the spatial resolution of the MCP s
tem which yieldsdp/pmax50.01. These results are valid fo
a perfectly collimated molecular beam. However, its div
gence of about 2 mrad~full angle! limits the relative energy
resolution to values between 0.001 and 0.06 which gi
dUD51.3 meV in the center region of the image anddUD
580 meV at the edges.

Brehm et al. @43# showed that the detection efficienc
hMCP of the microchannel plates used in this experimen
0.43 for Ar ions at 3.75 keV kinetic energy. Even though t
mode of reading out the MCPs is different in the pres
study, the overall detection efficiency remains the same@40#.

The overall efficiencyhCh of the channeltron detection
chain~including ion optics and electronic processing! can be
determined by comparing the number of events counted
the channeltron and the MCPs. Compared to previous exp
ments@25# hCh was improved by changes in the geometry
the deflection plates.

C. Laser

A commercial, modified dye laser~Lambda Physik LPD
3000! pumped by a XeCl laser~Lambda Physik LPX 200!
delivers 30-ns pulses of up to 15 mJ energy per pulse an
operated at a repetition rate of 15 Hz. Since a complete qu
titative description of the results of photodissociation expe
ments is desired, much effort had to be devoted to impr
and determine the exact emission characteristics of this
laser.

The linearly polarized dye laser beam is focused onto
molecular beam using a laser monochromat optimized
diffraction limited focussing~focal length f 520 mm and
apertureD54.5 mm!. A CCD camera served to measure t
transverse intensity distribution of the unfocused laser be
which is well described by Gaussian curves with sligh
different beam waists in thex andz directions, respectively
In order to test the beam quality in the focal region, the la
focus was imaged onto the CCD camera~imaging ratio
1:97!. The result of such a measurement of a single la
pulse is shown in Fig. 6. The insets in Fig. 6 depict a c
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along the straight linez5const~same coordinates as in Fig
5! through the maximum of laser intensity together with
Gaussian fit and the calculated intensity distribution. The
using I (x,z)5I 0(z50)exp@22x2/wx(0)2# gives wx(z50)
50.37/9753.8 mm, whereas the calculated value for th
waist is 3.7mm assuming propagation without diffraction.
more realistic calculation@42# takes into account diffraction
at the aperture of the focussing lens. The dashed line in
left inset of Fig. 6 shows the result of such a calculation~at
the lenswx50.90 mm, wavelengthl5513 nm! to be com-
pared with the Gaussian fit.

It can be shown~compare Ref.@42#! that diffraction at the
finite aperture of the lens leads to an intensity distribution
the focal region in propagation direction (ŷ direction! of the
laser beam described by

I 0~y!5I 0~0!S sin~uy!

uy D 2

~19!

with

u[
2p

l S D

2 f D
2 1

8
, ~20!

wherey50 lies in the center of the focus. When simulatin
the experiment numerically, a transverse Gaussian inten
distribution~obtained from a fit to the measured distributio!
and expression~19! for the distribution in they direction
have been used: I (x,y,z)5I 0(y)3exp@22x2/wx(y)2

22z2/wz(y)2#. The high intensity data given in Sec. IV

FIG. 6. Transverse intensity distribution of a single laser pu
in the center of the laser focus imaged onto a CCD camera~imaging
ratio 1/97!. The inset on the upper right shows a cut (z5const)
through the intensity maximum and a Gauss fit of the measu
data. The left inset shows in addition the calculated intensity dis
bution ~labeled ‘‘Airy’’ ! taking into account diffraction at the finite
aperture of the focussing lens.
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were taken with a focused laser beam characterized
wx(0)52.6 mm andwz(0)52.3 mm ~wavelength 532 nm!.

Meaningful experimental photodissociation data requi
averaging over a large number of laser pulses. The rep
ability of laser beam parameters is thus of importance. Va
tions in laser beam parameters have been evaluated b
cording the transverse intensity profile of many laser pul
and fitting each of them with a Gaussian envelope. T
variation in laser pulse energy~measured using a calibrated
NIST-traceable pyroelectric detector! and beam diamete
from pulse to pulse is below 3%~standard deviation!. At the
location of the focussing lens, the intensity distribution h
its peak value within60.1 mm.

The temporal intensity profile of the dye laser pulses
pends mainly on the operating parameters of the exci
pump laser~discharge voltage, repetition rate!. For each ex-
perimental run the temporal intensity profile is recorded
ing avalanche photodiodes in connection with a fast digi
ing oscilloscope~sampling rate 1 GHz!. The spatial laser
beam profile, too, is constantly monitored during data taki

The transit time of molecules through the focus of t
laser beam is much shorter than the dye laser pulse len
Thus, the length, 2t0(y)52wx(y)/v and temporal shape
I M(t) of the laser pulses experienced by the molecules
pend to very good approximation only on their velocityv
and the spatial intensity distribution in the focus of the la
beam. Using v51.343105 m/s, wx52.6 mm, and the
intensity distribution given above, we obtain 2t0(y)>38.8
ps and I M(t)5I M

0 (y,z)exp(22t2/t0) where I M
0 (y,z)

[I 0(y)exp@22z2/wz(y)2#.
For some experiments an additional pulsed Nd:YAG la

~Spectra Physics! operating at 532 nm is used to deple
certain rovibrational levels of the electronic ground sta
A 2Su

1 before the molecules interact with the high intens
dye laser beam. The Nd:YAG beam is expanded to a dia
eter ofpwx

Y'50 mm and then focused by a cylindrical len
( f Y5350 mm! having its nonfocusing axis oriented parall
to the molecular beam. The laser beam intersects at r
angle the molecular beam before aperturesA3 andA4 ~Fig.
4!. The distance between cylindrical lens and molecu
beam is adjusted such that the laser beams smaller diam
pwz

Y51.6 mm, which is about the same as the diameter
the molecular beam~1.5 mm! where both intersect. For th
experiments described below, laser pulses having a FW
of 6 ns and average energy 38 mJ at the location of
molecular beam were used. Exact timing between pulse
the Nd:YAG laser and the dye laser~and the electronics use
for detection of the photofragments! is achieved by using
avalanche photodiodes for detection of the laser beams
precise delay and pulse generators. The time delay betw
Nd:YAG laser pulse and dye laser pulse is adjusted such
molecules that interacted with the Nd:YAG laser beam in
center~in the x direction! then interact with the focused dy
laser.

D. Simulation of the experiment

The simulation of the photodissociation experiment, i.
the calculation of the number of photofragments from
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given vibrational level under laser irradiation proceeds
follows: the energy eigenvalue of this vibrational level for
given rotational quantum number is obtained by numerica
integrating the time independent Schro¨dinger equation for
the A 2Su

1 state. Then, the dissociation rate for this level
calculated as a function of laser intensity using either LIP
FGR. The rate is plugged into a differential equation for t
number of molecules present in the laser field

dNvL ,n,K~ t !52NvL ,n,K~ t !RvL ,n,K„I ~ t !,u…dt. ~21!

After replacingdt by (1/v)dx ~the molecular beam travels i
the x direction with velocityv) Eq. ~21! is integrated over
spatial coordinates and solid angle:

NvL ,n,K5
1

pE0

r0E
0

2.3w(y)E
0

p

Nn,K
0 ~y,z!

3expS 1

vE22.3w(y)

2.3w(y)

R~x,y,z,u!dxD sinududzdy.

~22!

The dissociation rateR is intensity dependent and thus d
pends on the location of a molecule in the focal region of
laser beam. Furthermore, an integration over the temp
profile of the laser pulse has to be carried out. Integrat
limits have been chosen to include 99.99% of laser intens
The number of molecules per unit area in rovibrational st
with quantum numbersn and K that pass through the lase
beam during one laser pulse with lengthtL is given by

Nn,K
0 ~y,z!5 f ~r5Ay21z2!tL

1

Z (
n,K

~2K11!e2(De2Un,K)/kT

~23!

with dissociation energyDe of the A 2Su
1state, Boltzmann

constantk, temperatureT, andZ is the partition function.
For the laser pulses used in this experiment (>39 ps

FWHM!, the energy eigenvalues of the vibrational levels f
low adiabatically the change in shape of the lower LIPE1,
i.e., the initial diabatic vibrational level ends up as a sin
adiabatic level ofE1 once the intensity has reached its pe
value ~other vibrational levels are not populated during t
turning on and off of the laser pulse!. This is the case, a
long as the relative change in intensityu(dI/dt)/I u is much
smaller than 1/t, which is always true for the laser pulse
employed in this experiment. Also, the shift in energy
adiabatic levels compared to diabatic levels at the peak
tensity in the lower LIPE1 is small. Even though the disso
ciation rate of a particularn,K level at certain intensities
may be changed by such a shift in energy, the result of
numerical simulation~after averaging over many states! is
not affected visibly, and the conclusions drawn from th
simulation are not altered. By inspection of Fig. 2 one n
tices that the deformation ofE1, and consequently the shi
of low vibrational levels is small in the intensity range of th
experiment~as is customary, experimental peak intensit
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are given for the data discussed in Sec. IV B. Most of
molecules experience, however, a lower intensity in the fo
region!.

Some experiments require the use of an additional lase
depopulate high vibrational states. This laser beam is
focused in thex direction and only weakly focused in thez
direction at the location of the molecular beam, so that
variation in intensity in thex andy directions over the range
of the molecular beam can be neglected. Starting with a s
lar differential equation as Eq.~21! and integrating over the
time the laser pulse of energyE is on, we get

DNn,K5
1

pEcosu2

cosu1
duE

2z0

z0
dzN~z!

3expS 23sn,Ku2
l

hc

2E

wz
Ywy

Y
e22(z/wz

Y)2D . ~24!

For a given rovibrational state the fractionDNn,K (0
<DNn,K<1) of its original population in the interva
@u1 ,u2# remains and interacts with the high intensity las
beam further down the molecular beam line. They- and
z-dependent distribution of molecules has been integra
over y and normalized to obtain

N~z!5
8

3

1

pz0
4 ~z0

22z2!3/2 ;z,z05r0 .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Results at low laser intensity

For the interpretation of experimental results in inten
laser fields it is necessary to know~i! which of the four
lowest electronic states@32# of Ar2

1 interact with laser light
at 532 nm,~ii ! the potential curves of the relevant electron
states,~iii ! the magnitude of the electronic transition dipo
momentm(r ), and~iv! the occupation probability of rovibra
tional levels of the electronic ground stateA 2Su

1 . Photodis-
sociation studies at low laser intensity at various wa
lengths yield all of the desired information. Some results
these studies are outlined in what follows, and a deta
account will be given elsewhere@34#.

~i! Transitions induced by a light field at 532 nm fro
A 2Su

1 to one of the dissociative statesB 2Pg or D 2Sg
1 lead

to characteristic angular distributions of photofragments.
the parallel transitionA 2Su

1→D 2Sg
1 the distribution func-

tion is proportional to cos2(u), whereas for the perpendicula
transitionA 2Su

1→B 2Pg the dissociation probability is pro
portional to sin2(u) (u is the angle between the direction o
laser polarization and internuclear axis!. A distribution of
fragments due to a perpendicular transition would have
intensity maximum in the center~along the straight linez8
50) of the 2D detector. The cos2(u) distribution from a par-
allel transition on the other hand, has zero intensity alo
this line. Thus, the respective contribution of each transit
to the total photofragment yield can be clearly distinguish
by measuring the angular distribution of photofragments.
1-9
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Fitting the angular distribution obtained after performi
an Abel-transform of the original data~not shown! recorded
with an unfocused laser beam at 495 nm at a peak inten
of 23104 W/cm2 using

Fb~q!5
1

4p S 11
b

2
~3 cos2q21! D ~25!

givesb51.9960.02. For immediate dissociation following
parallel molecular transitionb52 is expected. In that par
ticular case, Eq.~25! reduces toF2(q)5(3/4p)cos2(q). For
b521 expression~25! yields F21(q)5(3/8p)sin2(q), the
angular distribution of photofragments from a perpendicu
transition. Increasing the laser peak intensity to 23105

W/cm2 results in a fitted value ofb51.4860.03, that is, the
angular distribution becomes broader at higher intens
since the dissociation from molecules whose transition m
ment make a small angle with the laser polarization start
saturate. Here,b,2 is not due to a contribution from
perpendicular transition, since at the center of the dete
there are still no fragments present.~To be more precise, the
number of fragments registered in the center is still at
noise level.!

These measurements show that for the relevant l
wavelength the transitionA 2Su

1→B 2Pg is strongly sup-
pressed and treating Ar2

1 in this study as a two-electroni
state system is an excellent approximation.~ii ! The energy
distribution of photofragments together with results from n
merous previous studies on Ar2

1 @35,33# provide reliable
potential curves for theA 2Su

1 and D 2Sg
1 states.~iii ! and

~iv! Measuring the absolute cross section for photodisso
tion over a range of wavelengths~485–550 nm! gives the
magnitude of the transition dipole momentmS between
A 2Su

1 andD 2Sg
1 in the relevant range of internuclear sep

ration r ~the functional dependence ofmS depends linearly
on r as is shown in severalab initio calculations@33#!. In
addition, the rovibrational population distribution releva
for previous high intensity experiments@25# has been deter
mined from these cross section measurements. It has
shown that the population followed a Boltzmann distributi
at a temperature corresponding tokT50.10 eV@34#. For the
derivation of the population distribution only the relativ
variation of the cross section with wavelength is relevant,
its absolute value.

B. High-intensity data

Processes that could possibly interfere with an unamb
ous interpretation of results of this photodissociation stu
are multiphoton dissociation of Ar2

1 and ionization of either
Ar2

1 or of its photofragments. Multiphoton ionization wou
change the ratio between the number of detected charged
neutral photofragments, respectively with changing laser
tensity~for ideal, i.e.,h51, detectors this ratio would equa
one at low intensity!. By monitoring the neutral and charge
fragment yield simultaneously, it was shown that ionizati
does not play a role in the present experiment~Fig. 4 in
Ref. @25#!.
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The number of photofragments originating from mul
photon dissociation is negligible compared to the numbe
molecules having absorbed one net photon. This is de
mined by measuring the momentum distribution of neut
photofragments. Figure 7 shows the two-dimensional pro
tion of the momentum distribution of neutral fragments
peak laser intensity 5.131012 W/cm2. Since the image is
symmetric with respect to the axesz850 and y850, the
signal-to-noise ratio may be improved by folding the ima
first along the straight linez850, then alongy850, and
finally unfold it again, that is, adding up the four quadrants
the prescribed way and then dividing by 4. This operat
yields the image shown in Fig. 7.

Higher order dissociation would lead to the appearance
higher energy fragments which are not observed in the
periment. The molecular beam velocity that determines h
far fragments of a given kinetic dissociation energy c
travel in they8 andz8 directions before they hit the detecto
and the distance,s between interaction zone and detector a
adjusted such that the detector surface is optimally filled,
fragments with kinetic energy from one-photon dissociat
travel up to the edge of the detector in they8 direction. This
ensures high-energy resolution~compare Sec. III B! for one-
photon dissociation. If dissociation after the net absorption
more than one photon would take place, then the main p
of photofragments, for instance, from two-photon dissoc
tion would lie close to the edge (z8 direction! beyond the
detector. Fragments from molecules withuuu,p/2 would,
however, be visible on the detector, and, since the disso
tion probability increases withu, the detected number o
fragments would increase towards the edge of the detec

FIG. 7. Measured 2D projection of the 3D momentum distrib
tion of neutral fragments from the photodissociation of Ar2

1 at the
laser wavelength 532 nm and peak intensity 5.131012 W/cm2. py8
andpz8 indicate the projection of the original fragment momentu
on they8 and z8 axes, respectively, in units ofpx5AmArU0, the
momentum of the fragments perpendicular to the detector surfa
1-10
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Such an increase is not observed, on the contrary, the n
ber of detected photofragments goes to zero towards the
of the detector, and we conclude that two- and three-pho
absorption are not relevant in the intensity regime stud
here. These experimental findings are consistent with ca
lations~solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for
Ar2

1 in ps laser pulses! by Schwendner, Seyl, and Schink
@31#.

The further analysis of the measured momentum distri
tion requires to perform a numerical Abel transform of t
experimental data. This transform is rather sensitive to no
present in the original data and results obtained from
present data do not yet yield reliable information on deta
of the energy and angular distribution at high laser intens
The data taken at low laser intensity have a signal-to-no
ratio which is by about a factor 10 better than for the hig
intensity data. At low intensity the laser beam is not focus
and the complete molecular beam is illuminated, wherea
high intensity the tightly focused laser beam reaches on
small fraction of molecules in the beam. In future expe
ments a better signal-to-noise ratio for the momentum dis
bution data is desirable~which is most easily achieved b
using a laser capable of delivering pulses of higher ener!.
In what follows, we shall concentrate on the total yield
photofragments, integrated over energy and angle, as a f
tion of laser intensity.

The total number of neutral photofragments per la
pulse registered by the MCP detector at 532 nm is show
Fig. 8 ~circles!. Also shown are the number of ionic frag
ments (Ar1) registered by the secondary electron multipl
~triangles!. The latter data points have been scaled by a f
tor hMCP/hCh50.43/1.1631022, in order to display the two
data sets from detectors with different detection efficienc
in the same graph.

FIG. 8. Total number of photofragments registered by the M
detector~integrated over angle and energy, averaged over 15
laser pulses per data point, indicated by circles! and the secondary
electron multiplier~triangles! after irradiating Ar2

1 with laser light
at 532 nm. The rovibrational population of the molecules is Bo
mann distributed atkT50.068 eV. The solid line shows the resu
of a numerical simulation of the experiment using light-induc
potentials to calculate dissociation rates of Ar2

1. The dashed line is
the result of a simulation using Fermi’s golden rule.
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The solid line represents a simulation of the experim
using LIP with experimentally determined parameters. T
population of rovibrational states is Boltzmann distributed
a temperature corresponding tokT50.068 eV. Laser and
molecular beam profiles are as described in Sec. III. T
dashed line shows the result of a simulation using F
which only slightly underestimates the experimental data

Changes in the operating parameters of the ion sou
compared to previous experiments, make it necessary a
to determine the rovibrational temperature of the molecu
ions. Previously@25,34#, this has been achieved by measu
ing the variation of the cross section for photodissociat
with laser wavelength at low laser intensity. Now, we sim
late directly the high-intensity experiment and adjust t
temperatureT to be in accordance with detection efficienc
hMCP: The number of photofragments at a given laser int
sity and wavelength depends sensitively on the Boltzma
distributed population of rovibrational states and, thus, va
strongly with temperature. Therefore, the correct tempera
has been determined, when the simulated curve scaled
detection efficiencyhMCP50.43 coincides with one arbi
trarily chosen reference data point at laser intensityI i . Al-
ternatively, allm data points may be taken into account
determining the minimum of the variance

VT5
1

m (
i 51

m

@Nexp~ I i !2hMCPNT
theory~ I i !#

2 ~26!

as a function ofT. This was done here. The experimenta
determined number of neutral fragments~circles in Fig. 8! at
laser intensityI i is denoted byNexp(I i), andNT

theory(I i) indi-
cates the simulated number at this intensity for tempera
T. Extracting T from the present data on the basis of t
simulation with FGR leads almost to the same result. Ho
ever, a detection efficiencyhCh51.2531022 would be re-
quired for the simulation to also be consistent with the d
registered by the secondary electron multiplier.

The data in Fig. 8 agree well with the predictions of LI
whereas FGR underestimates the number of fragments
duced at laser intensities above 1012 W/cm2. However, there
is only a small deviation in the predictions of the two the
retical concepts.

In the FGR picture, the yield of photofragments for
given vibrational state at given laser intensity is proportio
~as long as it does not saturate! to the dissociation cross
section times the relative population of this state. The cr
section in turn is mainly determined by the overlap integ
M @Eq. ~2!# which is largest for levels around the crossin
point of the diabatic curves in Fig. 1. If LIP are considere
then, too, the main contribution to photodissociation is e
pected from just these levels in the vicinity of the avoid
crossing~Sec. II C!. Thus, for rovibrational distributions o
the molecular population where mainly these levels cont
ute to the photodissociation signal, FGR and LIP lead
predictions that are not easily discernible experimentally@see
also Fig. 3~a! of Ref. @26##. Averaging over the intensity
distribution in the laser focus, in addition, will diminish th
effect of tunneling on the total signal.
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Both, averaging over the thermal rovibrational distrib
tion of the molecular population and over the spatial inte
sity distribution of the strongly focused laser beam tend
cover up new nonlinear effects in strong laser fields. In or
to clearly identify tunnel dissociation predicted by LIP, it
advantageous to have only vibrational states below the
abatic crossing populated. The predictions for the disso
tion rates of FGR and LIP differ by orders of magnitude f
these levels, and even after averaging over the intensity
tribution in the laser focus a clear difference in predictio
remains†Fig. 3~b! in Ref. @26#‡.

For a further series of experiments an additional Nd:YA
laser at 532 nm is used to depopulate high vibrational st
before the molecules reach the interaction zone with
tightly focused high intensity laser beam tuned also to
wavelength 532 nm~Secs. III D and III C!. These investiga-
tions concentrated on intensities above 1011 W/cm2. The
number of ionic photofragments detected by the second
electron multiplier as a function of laser intensity is shown
Fig. 9. Again, the solid line represents a simulation of t
experiment using LIP and the dashed line shows the resu
a simulation starting from FGR. Here, we find a distincti
difference in the predictions of LIP and FGR, respective
At high intensity, the experimental data deviates more a
more from the FGR curve, is, however, in good agreem
with the simulation using LIP. FGR predicts for low vibra
tional states small dissociation rates, whereas in the LIP
ture molecules in lown states may tunnel through the ligh
induced potential barrier the easier the higher the la
intensity becomes. At a peak intensity of, for examp
531011 W/cm2, the lower adiabatic potential wellE1 still
supports the four lowest vibrational states which, howev
exhibit a large tunneling rate and thus are~quasi!bound.

The conclusion that only light-induced potentials descr

FIG. 9. Number of photofragments registered by the second
electron multiplier~averaged over 16 000 laser pulses! as function
of laser intensity after irradiating Ar2

1 with laser light at 532 nm.
An additional laser was used to depopulate high vibrational st
(n>5) before the interaction with the high-intensity laser. T
solid line again is the result of a numerical simulation of the exp
ment using light-induced potentials, and the dashed line res
from a simulation using Fermi’s golden rule. The effect of tunn
ing of low vibrational states through a light-induced potential b
rier is clearly visible.
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the data presented here does not hinge on the exact valu
the absolute detection efficiency of the secondary elec
multiplier hCh51.1631022. Even if it had not been deter
mined correctly, it would not be possible to consistently d
scribe both, the data in Figs. 8 and 9 using FGR. The b
possible agreement between experimental data in Fig. 9
the simulation using FGR would be obtained, if the simu
tion were scaled with a factor 1.4131022 which is at vari-
ance withhCh51.2531022 determined from the data in Fig
8 under the assumption that FGR were correct.

Even if the value forhMCP used here were grossly wrong
the main results of the data analysis would not be affected
different value ofhMCP implies a different value of the tran
sition dipole moment,mS that is determined from measure
ments of the absolute cross section for photodissociatio
various laser wavelengths and low intensity. If, for examp
hMCP equaled 0.23 instead of 0.43, the value formS used
here had to multiplied by a factorA0.43/0.23~the cross sec-
tion is proportional tomS

2 ) which would yield a value formS

close to the upper limit set byab initio calculations@33#.
Consequently, the temperature,T determined from the high
intensity data in the way described above would be 0.0
eV. Carrying out the data analysis as before would ag
give only a small difference in the predictions of LIP an
FGR for the data shown in Fig. 8. However, the ratio b
tween the predictions of the two models at an intensity
5.1131012 W/cm2 would be 1.32 under the same experime
tal conditions as the data of Fig. 9 was taken, that is, t
ratio would be even larger than for the curves shown in t
figure, and the measured data couldonly be reasonably de
scribed using LIP, even if a different value forhMCP were
used.~The same conclusion holds true, ifhMCP were greater
than 0.43.!

Thus, a consistent description of low-intensity data a
high intensity data with two different population distribu
tions of rovibrational states requires the use of light induc
molecular potentials. At high laser intensities, tunneli
through light induced potentials leaves a clear fingerprint
the experimental data in Fig. 9.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A mass selected beam of Ar2
1 serves to study photodis

sociation of this simply structured molecule in intense la
fields. Only two electronic states, as in H2

1, are relevant in
the wavelength range used here. Since the vibrational
quency of Ar2

1 is about an order of magnitude smaller th
for H2

1, nonlinear effects in photodissociation—induced
the light field coupling a bound and a repulsive state—oc
already at relatively moderate light intensities where, in p
ticular ionization is not of importance. Tunneling through
light-induced potential barrier in molecules exposed to hig
intensity laser fields has been observed. Light-induced m
lecular potentials@~LIP! molecular dressed states# do not
only give intuitive insight into processes in strong las
fields, but also provide a quantitative description of this ph
todissociation experiment on a diatomic molecular ion.

The quantitative comparison between experimental pho
dissociation yield and the prediction of LIP~that takes into
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account nonlinear effects! in a previous study@25# showed
good agreement, too. It came as a surprise when compa
the experimental data of Ref.@25# to the predictions of Fer-
mi’s golden rule~FGR!—which is not expected to be valid a
high laser intensity—to find that this theory, too, even qu
titatively agrees with experimental results. Here, it is sho
that not only the total yield of photofragments, but al
qualitative features of their energy distribution~i.e., the ap-
pearance of low kinetic energy photofragments! is predicted
by FGR and thus cannot be taken as evidence for LIP. O
a quantitative analysis of the experimental data might rev
that the observed number of low-energy photofragments
cessitates a new theoretical description.

We donot assert that FGR—under any circumstances—
the correct theory at high laser intensities. However, wh
investigating the photodissociation process as a function
laser intensity, in order to experimentally diagnose LIP t
might play a roleabovea certain intensity, it seems obviou
to start atlow intensities, where FGR is a valid descriptio
and look for deviations from the predictions of FGR
nd

m

tt
ds
e
o-
tio
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g

s
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higher intensities. These deviations, signatures of LIP as
served in this study are in many other photodissociation
periments too of quantitative nature, and thus, need a qu
titative analysis. If experiments as testing ground
theoretical predictions are taken seriously, it obviou
would not be necessary to conclude that a ‘‘new’’ theo
~here LIP! is valid—even if the experimental results are co
sistent with this theory—if these results were explicable
terms of an ‘‘old’’ theory ~here FGR!. The comparison of
photodissociation yields with predictions of FGR on o
hand and LIP on the other should be understood in
sense. Another intriguing feature of LIP,trapping in a light-
induced potential well and thus, stabilization against dis
ciation in an intense field, will be at the center of futu
experimental studies using this molecular beam apparatu
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